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Here comes santa claus sing along songs

NEW YORK (AP) - Santa claus is coming to the mall - just don't try to sit on his lap. Despite the pandemic - and the fact that Santa's age and weight put him at high risk of severe coronavirus disease - the mall owners plan to bring him back this year. But they're doing everything they can to keep a happy old man safe, including banning
children from sitting on their knees, whether they were naughty or friendly. Instead, the children will tell Santa what they want for Christmas from 18 metres away, and sometimes from behind the plexiglass. Santa and his visitors may have to wear a face mask, even while they're sucking for photos. Some shopping malls will give fake gift
boxes and other decorations outside Saint Nick to block children from charging against it. Other security measures include online reservations to cut on routes, workers who delete holiday-decorated setes, and hand sanitize aplenty. Santa's clocks are also cut off to relieve him of the crowds. Macy's canceled visits this year because it can't
provide a safe environment for the more than 250,000 people who showed up to see Kriss Kriingle at his New York flagship store. But shopping malls, which have struggled to attract shoppers for years, are un prepared to kill the holiday tradition, which is one of their biggest ways to lure people during the all-important holiday shopping
season. You have to give them a reason to come or stay home and shop online, says Michael Brown, who oversees the retail team at consulting firm Kearney.More than 10 million U.S. households visited Santa claus at a mall or store last year, says GlobalData Retail managing director Neil Saunders. Almost 73% also spent the money in
nearby restaurants or shops, he says. Santa Claus is a magnet that attracts people to shopping malls and without this attraction, shopping malls will struggle more to generate foot traffic, says Saunders.The operator of the CBL shopping centre, which filed for bankruptcy earlier this month, plans to bring Santa to nearly 60 malls at the end
of November, about three weeks later than last year. The company decided against the plexiglas barrier because the photos didn't look right. But Santa will be socially distant and wearing a face mask. He can also put on a plastic shield to protect his face. We're doing everything we can to stay healthy, says Mary Lynn Morse, CBL's vice
president of marketing. In April, the owner of the Brookfield shopping centre began planning live visits to 130 of its shopping centres and opted for sleighs and gift boxes where visitors could sit away from Santa. At one of its malls, the SoNo Collection in Norwalk, Connecticut, a round piece of plexiglass will be found in front of Santa,
making it look like it's in a snowstorm. But precautions may not be enough to convince some shoppers. I think it's a bad idea, just being in the mall, downtown, Emma Wallace, from Alexandria, Virginia, who decided not to take her toddler on her first visit to Santa's this year. We're so sad, he says. We were really looking forward to this
picture, which seems like every parent has them, where they're kind of scared or just a little fun with the whole Santa thing. Shopping malls are aware that many people can stay at home. The Cherry Hill program, which will bring Santa to more than 700 shopping malls, also offers Zoom calls for the first time in its 60-year history. Brookfield
matched the virtual Santa JingleRing and gave people a way to chat with Santa from home. Ed Taylor, a Santa claus who usually spends months in Los Angeles making TV spots and performing in shopping malls, will stay at home in southern Oregon this year. When you think of the high-risk covid profile, you kind of draw a picture of
Santa, says Taylor. He will make video calls with the families and has had online classes to get other Santa's camera ready. Meeting children practically means more to be told, as calls usually take seven minutes – about twice as much as visits to a shopping centre, where the main goal is to take a good picture. If you go online, it gives
Santa the chance to experiment with his footwear. Some may throw away a formal red dress for jackets and rolled-up sleeves, as Santa is likely to call from the North Pole and run a workshop for sinking, full of occupied elves. We work at home, says Taylor. We have to make presents. We have to feed the reindeer. Some parts of Santa's
appearance can't change. JingleRing, who has signed up more than 400 Santas, has held online training on how to use home bleaching kits to transform grey hair and beards into Santa's snow-white print. They were also advised to buy a white tooth. Santa can't have smoking teeth, says Walt Geer, who co-founded JingleRing this year
after realising that people might need a new way to meet Santa Claus.Stephanie Soares is sticking to the old ways. She brought her daughter Gio to the Bass Pro Shops store in Bridgeport, Connecticut, last week to take a picture of Santa, who was wearing a clear plastic shield for his face and sitting behind an acrylic barrier with no glare,
which sometimes made it difficult for them to hear what the kids were saying. The worker sprayed the barrier after each visit. Although we are in a pandemic pandemic, it is important that children are still able to be children and still follow regular traditions, says Soares._____Associated Press video journalist Ted Shaffrey and staff writer
Anne D'Innocenzio in New York have attached report._____Follow Joseph Pisani on Twitter: @josephpisaniWall Street, how he's on Twitter, he's ordering an uncomfortable 4 g. from how u negde confirmed that President Joe Biden's team is planning to nominate two champions of consumer spending for the top financial agency, attitudes
towards industry, as many expected. Gary Gensler will be chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Federal Trade Commission member Rohit Chopra will head the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). Progressives see agencies as key to advancing policy priorities on climate change and social justice.
Business Investor DailyDow Jones futures: A stock market rally retreated last week as the Biden stimulus buzz blew away. Tesla Model Y China deliveries have begun. China has designed this exclusively for the peopleIo all capital gains are treated equally. The tax rate can vary greatly between short-term and long-term profits. Learn
more about both types in this tax guide. To that end, the Boston Advisory Group (BCG) and Fortune magazine created Fortune Future 50, global companies with the best prospects for future growth. Among the five names on the Fortune Future 50 list are ServiceNow (NOW), Veeva Systems (VEEV), Atlassian (TEAM), Workday (WDAY)
and Splunk (SPLK). ServiceNow is a company that focuses on digital workflows. See what experts anticipate for home borrowers under the new administration. China knew about this is a rich history... Investors who have owned shares since 2016 have generally seen some big gains. Indeed, the SPDR S&P 500 (NYSE: SPY) total yield
over the past five years is 120.4%. There is no doubt, however, that some big shares are on the move better than others. Bank of America's Big Run: One of the market leaders for the past five years has been Bank of America Corp. (NYSE: BAC). The big banks were crushed during the worst financial crisis of 2008 and 2009. Among the
banks that survived the crisis, Bank of America was one of the hardest hit. In fact, Bank of America shares fell by $2.53 in early 2009 as investors wondered whether the company could avoid bankruptcy or full nationalisation. By early 2016, Bank of America shares were up to about $16.45. Within months, the stock had hit its low point
over the past five years, dropping to $10.99 after a burst of volatility in early 2016 related to concerns about an economic slowdown in China.Bank of America then went on to tear up for the rest of 2016, more than doubling off its low to around $23 by the end of the year. The stock had earned $33.05 by early 2018, before stalled for about
a year and a half. Related link: Here's how much investing in JPMorgan Stock 5 years ago would have been worth today Bank of America In 2021, Beyond: Bank of America shares bounced back in the closing months of 2019. i hit new values from $35.72 pre-sales of COVID-19 2020. from $17.95 to $17.95 in 2020. United States of
America who have held through volatile years, have been rewarded for their patience, and the $1,000 Bank of America purchased in 2016 would be worth about $2,518 today, assuming a reinvested dividend. Analysts expect Bank of America to be relieved over the next 12 months. The average target price among the 24 analysts covering
the shares is $33.50, indicating only 1.5% per head from current levels. Photo credit: Mike Mozart, FlickrSeee more from Benzinga * Click here for trading options from Benzinga * Here's how Americans spend their stimulus payments *5 Key questions about the Federal Reserve's approach in 2021(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does
not give investment advice. All rights reserved. Several automotive, utility and infrastructure companies are testing technology that promises to make it possible to charge electric cars, buses and trucks along the way. What you can do from the standard renegadation of market responsibility, past performance cannot guarantee future
returns. Should we avoid any stock that has shown tremendous growth in recent months? Or should we ignore this and focus on rapidly tinge equity? A smart investor goes down a smart middle way, treats stocks as individuals and assesses them on a case-by-case basis. Past performance is not a guarantee, but it can be an indicator,
especially consistent, long-term performance. But that's just one part of the picture of a growing stock. Investors should also look for Wall Street's position - are analysts keen on stocks? And besides, what does the inverted potential look like? Now we have a useful profile for monster growth stocks: gangbusters gains, Buy estimates from
the Wall Street analyst corps, and well up for the coming year. The three stocks in the TipRanks database mark all those signs of strong growth ahead. Here are the details. OptimismRx Corporation (OPRX) The current health crisis has had a profound impact on our digital world, accelerating the move to put records and information
online. OptimizeRx operates a digital platform that enables communication between different branches of the healthcare environment – doctors, pharmacies, patients – at the place of care. The value of this service is clear from the big gains in shares in recent months: in the past 52 weeks, OPRX shares have risen 277%. It's not just the
share of profits that are high. Of the 3Q19, the company reported top-notch revenue in each quarter. The latest, 3Q20, has a profit of $10.52 million, which is a record for the company. Annual profit was 110 %; In the first nine months of 2020, the company's revenue was $26.9 million - another record and 56% more than in the same
period in 2019. In other metrics, OptimizeRx reported that it had $12 million in cash on hand at the end of Q3, and reported that it completed two additional business deals in the quarter, bringing in the value of annual recurring revenues at $21 million. Roth Capital analyst Rick Baldry is excited about the rapid growth of OprimizeRx and
doesn't get down to it. Given its RFP pipeline doubled to YY in 3Q20, we believe OPRX can accelerate organic growth to 100% in 2020. [We note] that the growth of the RFP pipeline in the oprx may not fully reflect its growth potential in 2021, given the recent announcement of the expansion of the machine learning platform (and the
related data partnership with Komodo Health, which monitors 320M patients annually) hidden from the outlook while research and patents are being pursued, Baldry said. Overall, the 5-star analyst summed it up: Given that we expect both materials to side with current forecasts, OPRX is our Top Pick for 2021. In line with these bulish
comments, Baldry rates OPRX a Buy, and its $70 price target means upside potential of 77% for the next 12 months. (Click here to see Baldry's track record) Wall Street appears to agree with Baldry, pointing to a unanimous strong buy consensus estimate based on 3 recent analysts' reviews. The shares are up $39.54, and their average
price target of $53.33 points to a margin of 35 percent growth this year. (See OPRX stock analysis on typeRanks) Lovesac Company (LOVE) Next up is a furniture company known for its modular seating systems and beanbag seats. Lovesac offers customers an easy flexible seating area that can fit any room, home or style – and easily
adaptively changing owners' moods. The company has been named one of the fast-growing furniture products over the past decade, and reported $165.9 million in total revenue for fiscal 2019. Lovesaca's growing revenue was clear in 3Q20, when the company reported net sales growth of 43.5% year-on-year, to $74.7 million. Net income
switched from a $6.7 million loss in the pre-year quarter to $2.5 million in q3 profit. Gross margins improved by 10% to 55.3%. This strong sales and financial performance have valued the share 283% over the past 52 weeks. Analyst Camilo Lyon, who covers the love of BTIG, says: LOVE promotes the current COVID-19 crisis and work
from the domestic environment as consumers shift their purchases to domestic goods. The company has successfully redirected its resources to support online sales, even reallocating its full-time colleagues to interact with customers online through instant messaging and product presentation on social media. Lyon believes the company's
moves are successfully positioning it to thrive in the post-COVID world, modelling 27% annual revenue growth for the next two years as brand awareness grows, new customers come to the brand, and new product introductions give existing customers more reasons purchase of a brand. To that end Lyon puts the Buy rating on LOVE,
while its $62 price target means room for 26% growth upwards in 2021. (Watch Lyon Lyons record, click here) In general, there are 4 recent reviews on LOVE and all are Purchases that unanimously Strong Buy consensus analyst rating. Love's share price has pushed the share price close to the average $56.75 target, which left room for
16% on the side of the $48.88 current trading price. (See LOVE STOCK ANALYSIS on tipRanks) Kirkland's (KIRK) Current crisis with Corona has done more than just push workers with white collars into remote positions and telecommunications situations. By forcing large numbers of people to stay at home, the pandemic - and the
government response - has made potential furniture for home customers long looking at their lounges. Lovesac, above, is not the only company that has benefited; Kirkland's, a diverse home décor and equipment retailer with more than 380 stores in 35 countries plus a vibrant online presence, is another. Kirkland, like the other shares on
this list, has shown strong earnings and shares growth over the past year. The company's latest quarterly results, for 3Q20, revealed top revenue of $146.6 million, just above analyst forecasts and slightly above-year growth. Earnings showed stronger gains. Q3 EPS was 66 cents per share, which is much better than the 53-cent loss
recorded in 3Q19. If I can at least say that the valuation of the share is parallel to these gains. KIRK has increased by 1500% in the past 12 months, a huge profit reflecting the company's success in adapting to the increased importance of online sales. The strong growth has attracted the announcement of Craig-Hallum analyst Jeremy
Hamblin. [Kirkland's] continues to shoot at all cylinders... While the company benefits from some industrial tailwinds, it is clear that strategic initiatives to improve margins have sustainability, while investments in an improved e-commerce platform (more than 50% in Q3) should help replace warehouse closures... We... Note that KIRK
generally has a stronger balance sheet with a better FCF return (mid-teens) than its peer group, Hamblin wrote. Accordingly, Hamblin's price of KIRK shares buys and sets a $32 price target, meaning a one-year head 65% of the share price is $19.38. (Click here to see Hamblin's track record) Some supplies fly under the radar and KIRK
is one of those. Hamblin's is the only recent analyst review of this company, and is resolutely positive. (See KIRK stock analysis on tipRanksu) To find good ideas for share trading growth after attractive valuations, visit TipRanks's Best Stocks to Buy, a new startup tool that combines all of TipRanks's equity insights. Denial of responsibility:
The opinions expressed in this article are only those expressed by analysts. The content should only be used for information purposes. It is very important that you do your analysis before making any investments. Invest in your future. Read more about the financial market Company Since October, he has been on a takeover binge
covering six cloud computing companies and fintech companies. Most of the ASIC devices used for bitcoin mines are expected to use 95 megawatts per hour of electricity at a reduced rate. Congressional leaders plan to get the right to work on it. How soon can you get the money? The List Will Blow Away Your Mind* This weekend's
Barron's cover story offers thoughts and stock market picks from Barron's latest Roundtable. * Other articles presented examine the most fashionable in biohenic stocks, an outlier bubble forecast and growing corporate political activism. * Also, the potential for a fighter trader, luxury home builder, oil giant and more. Cover story Welcome
to the Roaring '20s, but Maybe Not for Stocks, Our Experts Say by Lauren R. Rublin offers thoughts of 10 investment professionals at Barron's roundtable on how light valuations this year could limit market profits. The article has nine stockmen from the roundtable. See if Walt Disney Co (NYSE: DIS) is one of them. Connor Smith's
GameStop Stock Doubled Last Week-But Challenges Remain points out that Barron recently claimed to be a stock of GameStop Corp. (NYSE: GME) looked cheap at $18, but now they are nearly $40. See why the view of the shares of a video game seller is still the same. In Intel's New CEO Has a Tough Task, Max A. Cherney makes
the case that Pat Gelsinger's most fistful issue will be addressing manufacturing issues in Intel Corporation (NASDAQ: INTC). Look why there's no easy fix for a company that's long insisted on doing things in the house. The pandemic reminded people of the means to have space and amenities in their homes of real value. So says Why
the Toll Brothers is a play on the 'One-Day Supercycle' Andrew Bary. See why Barron's believes that Toll Brothers Inc (NYSE: TOL) can build on the housing boom, as the nation's largest luxury home builder offers a growing return and low valuation. In Bill Alpert's At Rare Speed, Gene Editing Appears as Biotech's New Cutting Edge, the
focus is on why stocks of companies that wie and work are tools that allow them to regulate DNA and attack genetic diseases and cancers suddenly hot. Is Crispr Therapeutics AG (NASDAQ: CRSP) or Editas Medicine Inc.(NASDAQ: EDIT) worth a look now? 3M Stock is unloved and overrated. Here's why you could shoot up senior Ben
Levisohn discussing why 3M Co.(NYSE: MMM) stocks could have been brought in to drive an economic backing. The conglomerate makes the adhesives, abrasives and chemicals that companies need to do what they do. See also: Benzinga's Weekly Bulls And Bears: AMD, Marathon, Tesla, Uber, Walgreens And MoreA renowned
investor claims that shares are too much, Fed's promise of low interest rates is just a nice story, Wall Street is, in words Jeremy Grantham's Hough's bubble announcement is outlier. Is he him? See what Barron thinks is next for the likes of General Motors Company (NYSE: GM) and Procter & Gamble Co. (NYSE: PG). In Companies Are
the New Activists After Capitol Riot, Leslie P. Norton examines how recent events have prompted U.S. corporations, from Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN) to Chevron Corporation (NYSE: CVX) to take a determined breath into politics through a series of activist initiatives. In August, Avi Salzman released Exxon Mobil. But as oil
prices rise, so too does its stock explains why it looked like Exxon Mobil Corporation (NYSE: XOM) may have to cut its dividend, but now rising oil prices are giving it time to cut costs and its $65 billion debt. Find out why Barron says Wall Street still has a little look. Also in this Barron report: * Barron's 2020 Roundtable Reporting Card *
Experts on this, how Biden could fix the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine * How much dosao presidents actually affect the economy * New focus of ESG activists on diversity and corporate leadership * They're good enough to be scared of dosao on the market * They're hairless administration thought for economics * Dali is squeezing high
dividend fees for top-notch dues * Zashto would have bridges to maximize the tax for the social stigma should be built u 401(k)s * How Mexican resorts during the pandemic creatively During this writing the author did not have a position in the aforementioned equity. Keep up with all the latest breaking news and trade ideas by tracking
Benzinga on Twitter.Photo: Mike Mozart on Flickr.See more from Benzinga * Click here for trading options from Benzinga * Notable Insiders Buys Of The Past Week: Conagra Brands Plus Plenty Of Biotech Activity * Benzinga's Weekly Bulls And Bears: AMD, Marathon, Tesla, Uber, Walgreens And More(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga
does not give investment advice. All rights reserved. Some traditions are too honored to get caught up, and on Wall Street, the annual top picks are one. Typically done at the very end or at the very beginning of the year, street analysts are publishing stock estimates that they believe will show the best performance in the coming months -
their top picks. Analysts have carefully analyzed each share, looking at its past and current performance, its trends in different time frames, management plans - taking into account everything. Their recommendations provide valuable guidance for building a resilient portfolio in the new year. With that in mind, we used the TipRanks
database to identify the three stocks that analysts describe as top picks for 2021. Talos Energy (TALO) The Gulf of Mexico has long been known as one of the world's hydrocarbon producing regions; Talos Energy, which produces about 48,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day from offshore operations in the Gulf, is an important player in
this Talos ended the third quarter of 2020 with a net loss, loss, The $135 million increased by 53% in a row. The company reported more than $353 million in affordable liquidity for the end of the quarter, of which $32 million in cash is available and $321 million in available loans. In December of the previous year and continued to this
January, Talos raised its liquidity situation with issues of higher collateralised notes. The December figure, worth $500 million at 12%, will be used primarily to pay out a pre-payment issue due next year. The January issue, an additional $100 million, will be used to cover unpaid debt on a reserve-based loan fund. Both issues of the note
are due in 2026. Highlighting TALO as its top E&P pick for 2021, Northland analyst Subash Chandra wrote: TALO is one of the few companies that is aware of trading in the successor values of PDP for no good reason, in our view. The company has considered a maturity wall and stresses the credit instrument with a December equity
offer and refi. They enter 2021 with a breathing room to cross the finish line with Zamo and find opportunities for scaling in GoM. To that end, Chandra melts TALO Outperform (i.e. Buy), and sets a $19 price target, indicating the potential for 91% growth in the coming months. (Click here to see Chandrino's track) Overall, with five reviews
by analysts on the file, including 4 Buys and one Hold, Talos gets a Strong Buy rating from consensus analyst. The stock is priced at $9.96, with their average target of $14.33 giving a 44% head-to-one horizon. (See TALO stock analysis on tipRanks) Twilio (TWLO) Next is Twilio, a Silicon Valley cloud communications company. Twili's
software services allow customers to start their telecommunications service through their office computer servers, allowing not only phone calls, but also chats, texts and video conversations. The service includes security features, such as user verification. The COVID pandemic and the transition to remote work carried out on the
economy was a goodness for Twilia. The move put a premium on stable and reliable remote connections and telecommunications, and the company's revenue, which was already strong and showed consecutive profits in each quarter, rose to $447 million in 3Q20. Then Twilia shares have bounced 225% in the past 52 weeks.
Oppenheimer analyst Ittai Kiddron sees the company on solid ground for further growth, writing, while some placed and accepted are on the 1Q21 site, Twilio's long-term opportunity remains undervalued by investors. We believe that differentiating the company's product portfolio (communications/data) and the evolving GTM approach
(rental/GSI) can lead to G2K/int'l adoption/expansion and enable &gt;30% rev. growth on the scale cy23/24. The five-star analyst selects TWLO as the top pick based on his upbeat analysis of Twilio. This includes the Outperform rating (i.e. Buy) and The $550 price target, which means one-year growth of 41%. (Click here to see Kiddron's
track record) How does Kiddron's bet weigh against Street? Overall, Wall Street likes Twilia, which is clear from 21 analysts' reviews. No fewer than 18 of these is Buys, against only 3 Holds. Recent gains in the stock's shares, however, pushed the price to $388.65, leaving room for just 2% per head before hitting an average price target of
$396.88. (See TWLO stock analysis on tipRanks) SI-Bone (SIBN) Medical tech is an area of almost infinite possibilities, and SI-Bone has found a nish. The company specializes in diagnosing sand treatment of pain and dysfunction in the sacroiliary joint between the lower back and the upper part of the frontal. The company's revenue fell



between 4Q19 and 2Q20 as the Corona crisis dragged out selective medical procedures. This turned into Q3 when the economy began to open; many industries, including the health sector, have seen a break-up of demand for pent-up that has not yet broken up. In crude, SIBN reported a 42 per cent consecutive increase in revenue for
Q3, with a top line of $20.3 million. Over the year, revenue shrand by 26%. In this quarter, the company performed 50,000 iFuse procedures performed by 2,200 surgeons worldwide. The company had $132 million in liquidity at the end of the quarter, against $39.4 million in long-term debt. Looking forward to the company leading up to 8%
to 10% yoy profit in full-year revenue for 2020, expect it to top the line at $73 million to $74 million. Analyst David Saxon, who covers stocks for Needham, says SIBN has shown resilience during the pandemic, and we believe its growth drivers can help it beat consensus revenue throughout 2021. In addition, we expect the expansion of
SIBN's sales forces for 2021, strengthening momentum in the training of surgeons, the upcoming launch of products and marketing directly to patients will all contribute to strong revenues over the next few years. Saxon uses this point to support his top pick status for SIBN. Its average price target is $35, points to a 23% head, and fits
neatly with its Buy rating. (Click here to see Saxonino's song) All in all, SI-Bone gets a strong buy from Wall Street, and is unanimous – based on 5 positive opinions. The shares are up $28.48, and their average target of $33.80 represents room for ~19% growth in the run-up to 2021. (See SIBN stock analysis on typeRanks) To find good
ideas for trading shares after attractive valuations, visit TipRanks's Best Stocks buy, a newly run tool that combines all TipRanks' equity insights. Denial of responsibility: The opinions expressed in this article are only those expressed by analysts. The content should only be used for information It is very important that you do your analysis
before making any investments. Gold prices have fallen to The level since late November at the start of the first trading session in London.China's economy is receiving a lot of interest in the mediaAuce gold remains held up in the new year, although analysts generally agree that the setting for the yellow metal is positive. RBC Capital
Markets analysts noted that the policy is very favourable, but any sign of economic growth could change it. Positive V gold prospects in 2021Analist Josh Wolfson and his team have noticed that the potential for more stimulus under Joe Biden's administration is the tail wind for gold. Globally, it has also brought negative real rates. They
expect interest rates to remain at zero until 2023, assuming a prolonged recovery and low inflation. However, the RBC team also said inflation expectations had risen with the possibility of further traction occurs in the first half of the year. They also pointed out that nominal yields are lagged. Wolfson and his team have said that the Federal
Open Market Committee could eventually sharpen from the baseline. They added that the US's network speculative views are very short. A robust setup for Gold Equities TooHigher gold prices has led to record free cash flow and a rise among gold miners, but the RBC team said the decision remained conservative among miners.
Companies are also responsible for their capital investments, and RBC believes long-term production is sustainable. One key them them for gold miners is the return of capital. Wolfson and his team said dividend yields were up 1.7%, down from $1,350 for unco for gold. They also said that the valuations of miners do not reflect the higher
gold prices being maintained. The Royal GoldThe RBC team has looked at two gold stocks in particular. Royal Gold (NYSE: RGLD) is seen as an attractive, low-risk business, insulated from inflationary trends and direct business risk. Wolfson and his team added that the company has a high EBITDA margin of 80% and a high free cash
flow conversion at about 90%. Royal Gold also has low dilution. RBC analysts for the company are forecasting 13 percent growth, boosted by Cortez and Penasquito, koemacau's development and Covid's jump. They believe Royal Gold production is sustainable until at least 2025. Wolfson and his team also said the company was
financially well positioned with $140 million in net cash, $1.14 billion in cash, and cash growth of $350 million to $400 million at spot prices. At Royal Gold, they have an Outperform rating and a target price of $150, describing its valuation as very attractive. Key risks include a competitive transactional landscape, potential changes in U.S.
tax law and enforcement on Khoemacau.Kinross GoldU RBC team also likes Kinross Gold (NYSE: KGC). They said the company is a first-quartile cash flow generator, benefit from gold prices, capital and improving coverage. Wolfson and his team also said that the risk profile of Kinross Gold improved following mauritania's fiscal update
and its reproductive cycle. The company has a record of a favourable capital allocation and a history of achieving guidelines. The RBC team has an Outperform rating and a $12 price target on Kinross Gold, which they estimate is a discount valuation. Risks improve the above-average political risk exposure and project execution at
Tasiast, Gilmore, and La Coipa.See more from Benzinga * Click here for trading opportunities from Benzinga * Bitcoin will not replace gold, will become less dominant in crypto: Peltz International * Was Warren Buffett right about gold mining stocks? (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not give investment advice. All rights reserved.
The big bitcoin mining operation Bitmain has filed a petition in 2018 to become a public company, with a market capitalization of between $40 billion and $50 billion. This attempt to post to HKSE ultimately failed. Welcome to The Cannabis Countdown. In this edition, re-and subtract the Top 10 Marijuana and Psychedelic Stock News
Stories for the week of January 11th – 17th, 2021.Let's start without further ado.* Yahoo Finance readers click here to view the full article.10\. 4 U.S. Pot Stocks for Cannabis Investors Looking to ride a blue wave to federal legalizationZ Democrats Putting finishing touches on the blue wave, many believe serious federal marijuana reform
could happen in 2021 and bullish sentiment has the cannabis sector reproducing While, admittedly, the rising tide is lifting all boats; We believe that US Multi-State Operators (MSOs) Red White &amp; Bloom (OTCQX: RWBYF), Curaleaf (OTCQX: CURLF), Green Thumb (OTCQX: GTBIF) and Trulieve (OTCQX: TCNNF) are unique
positioners that in a big way outperen the hemp sector. READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON US GRASS STOCKS9\. Invest in Psilocybin Therapy with Compass Pathways StockV 2018, Compass Pathways Receive Breakthrough Therapy Designation from FDA for COMP360 to Treat HARD Hit in 2016, Compass Pathways (NASDAQ: CMPS)
is located on the perimeter of Kar pilkington's gag - Manchester, England - and the company has managed to collect just over 116 million. which can treat a severe form of depression, known as treatment-resistant depression (TRD). READ THE FULL ARTICLE PATH COMPASS8\. Red White & Bloom Makes Final Cash Payment for
Platinum Vape Acquisition, Platinum Reports Stunning First Week 2021 SalesRWB Powerhouse Cannabis Band Platinum Vape Continues to See Staggering Revenue Growth With Platinum Reporting Record-Breaking Of USD 2,8 million in the first week of 2021Red White &amp; Bloom (OTCQX: RWBYF) announced that the company
has now completed all cash payments related to the Platinum Vape (PV) acquisition. With increased revenues in all active countries, Platinum Vape expects its sales to continue to accelerate organically as the company gears up to enter Arizona in Q1 2021, as well as entering RWB's core markets throughout the year. READ FULL RED
WHITE AND FLOWERS ARTICLE7\. As the focus on psychedelic stocks increases, both Or evaluating with so many new IPOs and companies starting in the psychedelic sector, it is important to fully assess the main factors of success or failure in the industryThete are the various steps that companies take to have an approved drug and
to successfully complete them lasting years and tens of millions of dollars. The more a company moves in the approval process, the more valuable the company is, which is why compass pathways are so exciting. Currently, there are only four psychedelic stocks that have phase 2 clinical trials per comment and are Compass Pathways
(NASDAQ: CMPS), MindMed (OTCQB: MMEDF), Cybin Inc. (NEO: CYBN) and Mydecine Innovations (OTC: MYCOF). READ ALL PSYCHEPARTIC STOCKS ARTICLE 6\. Aphria: More Analysts Raise Price Goals After Q2 2021 ResultsAphria Now has 11 Analysts Covering its Stock and APHA Analyst Ratings Currently Include 2 Strong
Buy Ratings, 6 Buy Ratings, and 3 Hold Ratings, With a Average 1-Year Price Target of CDN $11.85On Friday, Aphria (NYSE: APHA) reported second-quarter financial results fiscal for 2021. The company reported net income of $160.5 million, a 10 percent increase on the quarter. Net income from cannabis came in at $67.9 million, a 7
percent increase in the quarter. READ THE FULL APHRIA ARTICLE5\. Champignon Brands Announces new CFO and new general counselSThe Complete New Top Management Team under the leadership of Chairman and Chief Executive Dr. Roger McIntyreChampignon Brands (OTCQB: SHRMF), Chairman and CEO Dr. Roger
McIntyre has announced the appointment of Stephen R. Brooks as its new chief financial officer and Peter Rizakos as the company's new general counsel. These appointments complete the new top-level corporate governance team set up by Dr. McIntyre and Champignon Board of Directors.READ FULL CHAMPIGNON BRANDS
ARTICLE4\. Curaleaf: Canaccord raises the price target to $23.50Curaleaf Currently has 9 analysts covering its shares with 2 analysts issuing Strong Buy Ratings, 9 Ising Buy Ratings and a Average 1-Year Price Target of CDN $20.19Wednesday, Canaccord has sleaded with their updated worth for the big three multi-state operators. In
doing so, they raised their 12-month price target on Curaleaf (OTCQX: CURLF) to C$23.50 from C$18.50, while reiterating their estimate of speculative buying at the company. CURALEAF ARTICLE3\. Peter Thiel-backed Psychedelics Start-Up Goals Schizophrenia Before IPOATAI Life Science, a Peter Thiel-Backed Start-Up, has taken
a majority in Recognify, the Company that is Developing Drugs to Help Treat SchizophreniaNews of the Recognify deal after ATAI raised $125 million from investors including Peter Thiel in November ahead of the planned stock listing this year. The total investment in the company now represents more than $210 million. The plan is to
keep the ATAI public over the next few months at a cost of $1 billion to $2 billion, according to an industry source who asked to remain anonymous because of the nature of the discussions. READ THE FULL ATAI ARTICLE2\. U.S., Canadian Pot Stocks Flying High in 2021 as U.S. Legalization Hopes RiseCannabis Stocks Are Off to Hot
Start to The Year, But Can That Momentum Be Sustained? Thanks in large part to the optimism of the other GOP Senate elections that will give Democrats control of Congress and the White House, cannabis was one of the biggest winners of 2021, with the value of most of the pot stocks trading at record highs. Top U.S. multi-country
operators (MSO) Curaleaf (OTCQX: CURLF), Trulieve (OTCQX: TCNNF) and Cresco Labs (OTCQX: CRLBF) all post impressive early gains. Trade is also evident in Canada, with top licensed manufacturers (LPS) canopy growth (NASDAQ: CHAT), Cronos Group (NASDAQ: CRON) and Aphria (NYSE: APHA) - fresh quarterly results that
conveniently beat analyst expectations - also posting strong gains. READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON POT STOCKS1\. MindMed Expands Psychedelic Microdosing Section, Adds Groundbreaking Study Evaluation of LSD Microdosing via Next-Gen Digital Clinical MarkersMindMed Start Revolutionary LSD Microdosing Study Evaluating
Benefits on Neuroplastics, Sleep, Cognitive Enhancement Variables and Immune System Response on the Human BodyMindMed (OTCQB: MMEDF), leading Psychedelic Medicine Biotech company announced an innovative randomized placebo-controlled study evaluating the effects of daytime and evening administration of low doses of
LSD on cognitive performance , quality of sleep, mood, neuroplastic markers, emotion regulation, quality of life and immune system response. READ FULL ARTICLESSee more from Benzinga * Click here for trading opportunities from Benzinga * Counting Down Cannabis: Top 10 Marijuana and Psychedeling Industry News Week *
Countdown To Cannabis: Top 10 Marijuana and Psychededic Stock News Stories Of The Week (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not give investment advice. All rights reserved. Do it, and quantum physics will help you understand. (Bloomberg) - Chairman of Intel Corp. Omar Ishrak plans to raise funds for a blank check of a
company targeting business in the health technology sector, according to people familiar with the matter. which had previously flowed device giant Medtronic Plc could file public registration documents with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as soon as Tuesday, people said, and asked not to be identified because the
information is private. Ishrak is expected to raise about $750 million to $1 billion for the special purpose takeover company, or SPAC, they said. Goldman Sachs Group Inc. prepare for an initial public offering, the people said. Hedge fund manager Joshua Fink, who is the son of Larry Fink of BlackRock Inc, and Medtronic Chief Executive
Jean Nehme will play senior roles at the empty checking company, the people said. Ishrak is supposed to be president, they said. An Intel spokesman could not immediately be reached for comment on Ishk's behalf. A Goldman Sachs spokesman declined to comment. SPAC, once a cloaked vehicle used by some companies for public
release, catapulted to record levels in 2020, raising about $79 billion on U.S. exchanges, according to data compiled by Bloomberg.This launch has entered 2021, with 53 companies with empty checking so far raising $15 billion on the lists, the data show. Another 47 SPAC's announced plans this month to raise a total of $11.7 billion and
await an IPO. For more articles like this, Please visit us at bloomberg.comPretw to stay u advantage with the most important source of business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.To is an energy publisher with the most value, The fastest growth, the fastest swing for February 2021.The Dow Jones Industrial Average and S&P 500 index is down
0.7% and 0.3% this year. Year.
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